July 2021 Celestial Timings
by Cayelin K Castell

July and the Mysteries of Time
The dates below are for the days out of time and come from The
Mysteries of Isis by Traci de Regulla who sourced them from Dr. Robert
Brier's Ancient Egyptian Magic.
The 5 Epagomenal Days Thoth won so Nut could bear her children and are
regarded as the 5 days “not of the year”. Similar to the Mayan “day out of
time” these five days are a time out of time reset of the calendar or clock.
http://www.thekeep.org/~kunoichi/kunoichi/themestream/nut.html
The Epagomenal Days (Egyptian)
July 27 Birthday of Osiris
July 28 Birthday of Horus
July 29 Birthday of Set
July 30 Birthday of Isis
July 31 Birthday of Nepthys
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From D.J. Conway’s book Moon Magick and other sources
15th July Birthday of Osiris
16th July Birthday of Set
17th July Birthday of Isis.
18th July Birthday of Nephtys.
19th July Marriage of Isis and Osiris.

The helical rise (rising before the Sun) of Sirius (or Sothis), known as the star
of Isis to the Eyptians signaled the rising of the Nile waters before the
Aswan Dam was built disrupting that process. (The lower Aswan Dam
construction began in 1898.) The date for the heliacal rise of Sirius was July
17 or the Birthday of Isis. Now that date occurs in early August for most
locations. (see more details here https://cayelincastell.com/sirius-starmagic/)

The Day Out of Time and Mayan New Year.
On the Mayan Calendar of 13 Moons, July 25th is considered to be NO day of the week and no day of the
month. This Calendar consists of thirteen Moons of 28 days (though the Moon returns to specific spot in
the sky every 27.3 days or to a specific phase every 29.5 days so 28 is somewhere in between the actual
Moon Cycle.
If you calculate 13 Moons times 28 days you get 364 days so an extra day was added and referred to as
The-Day-Out-of-Time. As mentioned July 25 is the day out of time and July 26 marks the Mayan New
Year. http://www.tribalink.org/pressrelease/day.htm
It is All About Time
At the beginning of time, when the world had just begun, the state of man and woman was very
different. The beginning of time and the world is relatively recent compared with the beginning
of the universe or the Earth.
The Earth is not the world. The world was built by man. The world began 12,000 years ago when
man identified for the first time with physical death. At this point time began, providing the
sense of tomorrow and continuity on which the world is built. Before this there was only past –
extending back to the first life forms. And before life on Earth, there was neither time nor past.
There was only the present, the presence of the timeless.
Time is not a process of things getting better. Time is a process of things getting worse. And
things have gotten a lot worse for man and woman and their love since they started to slip into
time and self-forgetfulness around 10,000 BC.
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You might say this sounds like myth. It is myth,
but not myth as ‘fable’ or ‘fiction’. What I’m
going to describe is the truth. True myth is the
only means we have left of communicating the
truth – the original state of man and woman on
Earth. So please be as still and receptive as you
can. Suspend your critical mind while I outline
for you the myth or truth of man and woman –
your own original state, which you are striving
to regain by loving and living in time today.
Around 12,000 years ago the individual bodies
of man and woman were permanently
surrounded by a magnificent, golden orb or
halo. Radiating out from the solar plexus, it
extended visibly above the head, into the
ground and beyond the reach of the
outstretched arms. The woman’s orb was a slightly deeper gold than the man’s. But both had
the same dazzling sublime and beauteous quality…
~Barry Long from his book Making Love: Sexual Love the Divine Way
This quote about the mysteries of Time were featured in the July Celestial Timings in 2009 from Barry
Long because it supported much around the emerging awareness of the converging of the many
timelines that contribute to the challenges we face today.
The Timewave Zero concept as outlined by Terrence McKenna leading up to the year 2012 was also
about the convergence of the timelines continuing to escalate our experience of “novel” events that are
continuing in 2021.
The speeded-up effect of time is reflected in how knowledge is now doubling in a few months as
compared to hundreds and thousands of years just a few centuries ago. Making sense of Time and how
to best work with it effectively now can NOT be figured out logically as our experience of Time tends to
shift from moment to moment.
Some may even find themselves momentarily in another time as described by this article
http://uforeview.tripod.com/timeslips.html

The Mysteries of Time is one of my favorite subjects.
More here https://cayelincastell.com/converging-timelines-jumping-timelines-timerelated-mysteries/
AND see a Newly Created Video on the Sun and Sirius, The Dog Days of Summer, and
the Mayan Day Out of Time with the poem below summing up the entire video
https://youtu.be/O9912foMYyk
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July 2021 Sky Happenings
July 4, Sunday. Mercury reaches greatest
elongation in the morning sky 22° from
the sun. Mercury is shining at +0.4
magnitude. However due to the steep
angle of the ecliptic at Dawn Mercury is
reaching greatest elevation on the Eastern
Horizon on July 9 and 10th. By then
Mercury is a shining at a -0.3 magnitude
continuing to gain in brightness as it dives
back towards the Sun losing altitude
through the rest of July.
July 5, Monday. Today the Earth reaches
Aphelion or is now as far away from the Sun
as it will get this year. Interestingly, according
to a SpaceWeather article; Roger Spence of
NASA's Global Hydrology and Climate Center
(GHCC) says; "Averaged over the globe,
sunlight falling on Earth at aphelion is about
7% less intense than at perihelion."
Although our physical Sun is as far from Earth
as it can get it is closely aligned with the star
Sirius illuminating the mysteries of this star
and opening a portal for the light codes from
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Sirius to shine directly to Earth through our Sun. When the Sun and Sirius are together it is like a New Moon
effect.
The Sun and Sirius began the Dog Days of Summer at the end of May, lasting to early or mid-August
depending on your latitude. Some believe begin when the Sun is with Sirius and lasts until August 11 when the
Sirius rises into the morning sky before the Sun. However, we could adjust that time to begin May 25 to the time
when Sirius rises before the Sun around August 3 or later depending on your time zone - due to precession that
shifts the seasonal dates through the constellations moving one degree every 72 years. The term “the dog days
of summer” comes to us from several different cultures that recognized the time of year when the Sun was with
Sirius the “Dog Star”.
Many ancient cultures describe Sirius as a dog or wolf. The ancient Chinese saw this star as a heavenly wolf. In
Sumeria, Babylonia and Chaldea (present day Iraq) Sirius was known as the "Dog Star that Leads," or it was
called the "Star of the Dog." In Assyria, this star was called the "Dog of the Sun." In ancient Akkadia, it was the
"Dog Star of the Sun." Clearly Sirius has been viewed by many cultures as a Dog Star. As the Sun, Mercury and
Venus pass by here over the next few weeks it may be worth tuning into Dog and Wolf medicine for guidance
and support as we journey through these Summer “Dog Days”…
http://www.constellationsofwords.com/stars/Sirius.html
This new video has more on Sirius and the Sun https://youtu.be/O9912foMYyk

July 8, Thursday. The waning Moon (only 2.4% illuminated) joins Mercury with only 4.5° separating
them. Mercury (shining at -0.1 magnitude) is about 17 times brighter than Al Hecka and just half a
degree from this star the lower horn of the bull.
July 11, Sunday. Mars has diminished
greatly in brightness currently at +1.8
magnitude. Venus is brilliant at -3.9
magnitude just one degree to the right of
Mars while the lunar crescents is roughly
5° to the right of Venus. Definitely worth
seeing if you have clear skies.

July 12 Chart
4:14 am PDT

The Lion

Regulus
Exact Venus Pluto
Opposition July 17

The Venus Moon Conjunction exact on
July 12 marks the Solar Plexus Chakra
gate. For those turning a multiple of
eight between June 10, 2021 and January
8 pm PDT
15, 2022 (8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 64, 72,
80, 88, 96, 104 etc) you are in a personal
Venus Return and this is an important ceremonial gateway to engage with the intent to strengthen your
personal reclamation of these energies. If you have Venus in Gemini or Leo – or you have strong Gemini
or Leo on your natal chart this is also more personally significant time to work with ceremonially.
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On her way into the underworld when Inanna released the 3rd chakra vestment she was symbolically
releasing the ways she was no longer in balance with her own personal power –perhaps giving her
power away or trying to have power over others. As she returns through this gate she is reclaiming her
personal power in a healthy way. This time of reclaiming is NOT about having power over others, nor is
it about giving power away.
The third chakra stores emotional
memories, what we feel in our gut,
and how we are emotionally
connected to our environment.
When the third chakra is balanced
there is a healthy sense of self,
vitality, enormous creative energy
and the ability to bring our dreams
and desires into manifest reality.

Venus Alchemy Journey
with the New World Story Teller
Rainbow Gemini Goddess Initiation
No Previous Knowledge of Astrology Is
Necessary to Be a Part of This Ceremonial Journey

The Journey Begins May 02, 2021
Details are here
https://venusalchemy.com/gemini-evening-star-sales-page-2021/

Ceremonial work with this Venus
gate might include wearing yellow or connecting with yellow gemstones such as yellow sapphire,
yellow tourmaline, amber, citrine, yellow fluorite, yellow jade, iron pyrite, tiger eye, calcite and golden
topaz. Eating sunflower seeds, golden flax, rice, millet, turmeric, cumin, ginger, yarrow, chamomile,
lemons, grapefruit, and marjoram are all great third chakra energizers. Some other ways to support the
third chakra are through belly massage (below the ribs and above the navel), yoga postures that focus
on this area, and deep conscious breathing into the solar plexus.

July 12 and 13 The Moon departs from Venus and Mars coming within a
half a degree on the 12th before they begin to move apart as Venus
ascends higher and Mars continues to descend towards the horizon.
July 15, Thursday. Mercury reaches the feet of the twins having passed
over the Galactic Cross at the Galactic Edge exact on July 11 where the
June Solstice Sun rises. More here
July 22, Magdalene’s Feast Day. The Sun moves into Leo today
illuminating the mysteries of healthy self-love. When Leo is in its
strength and power this energy knows and remembers its radiant and
shining divine essence shared by all life.
A favorite quote in the Celestial Timings over the years has included
these words by Marianne Williamson in her book A Return to Love. This
part of the quote sums up the essence of the Leo mysteries.
We are born to make manifest the Glory of God that is within us.
It’s not just in some of us; it’s in everyone. And as we let our own Light shine, we unconsciously
give other people permission to do the same. As we are liberated from our own fear, our
presence automatically liberates others.
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July 24, Saturday. The nearly Full Moon is near Jupiter and Saturn with
all three rising in the Southeast. By the morning of July 25 the Moon is
about equal distance between Saturn and Jupiter visible around 5 AM
for those on the west coast of the United States.
When the waning but still very Full Moon rises on the 25th Jupiter is
around 4 1/2° above and slightly to the left of the Moon.
July 28. Archangel Uriel’s Feast Day. In the Book of Enoch Uriel is
described as "the Light of God". This archangel is also connected to the
fixed star Antares and the direction of the West.
In the book The Blessed Virgin Mary from New Age Press, 1971, p. 110
author Corinne Heline states:
The beautiful Uriel stands guardian over the activities of the summer.
The ripening of grain and the floodtide of blossom are under his
guidance. He also supervises the Nature Spirits, those fascinating little
sprites who inhabit the elements of earth, air, fire and water, and who lend so much to the
beautification of all nature. The highest initiatory teachings belonging to the New Age...are under the
direction of Uriel.

July 29, Thursday. Mars is with the star Regulus (1.4 magnitude) and currently nearly half a magnitude
brighter than Mars. Mars is nearly 58 times fainter than it was last October. Mars is within 37 minutes
of Regulus hanging low in the west northwest during twilight. More about Planets with Regulus at this
link https://cayelincastell.com/planets-with-regulus-heart-star-of-the-lioness/

Arcturus
Arcturus is amazing to see in the evening sky. Some feel it is the most distinctive and easy to spot of
the night time stars shining at a -0.05 magnitude making it the fourth brightest star in our night sky.
Number three is Alpha Centauri though a binary star with the stars shining at -0.1 and 1.35 magnitude
so if those two stars are seen separately then Arcturus rises to number three. For observers in
northern latitudes Arcturus is second only to Sirius shining at -1.44 magnitude.
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Arcturus seems to be the brightest star in
the evening Sky from late May to midAugust during the time that Sirius is
traveling with the Sun.
For skywatchers in mid northern latitudes
Arcturus crosses the Meridian at an
altitude of roughly 65° however this star
passes nearly directly overhead in the
Hawaiian Islands.
That made Arcturus an important
navigational aid to early Polynesian sailors
who determine their latitude by noting
what stars appeared at the zenith.
Between about 1219 and 1266 A.D. some
of these South Pacific sailors happened
upon the Hawaiian island chain.
They noted Arcturus was the most prominent zenith star and could be used to help them return.
Arcturus brightness stands out along with its bright red color and is known for its origin and its age. Our
Sun is roughly 4.6 billion years old. Astronomers estimate Arcturus is 7.1 billion years old more than
half the age of the universe itself.
Insights on Arcturus are from Fred SCHAFF and Sky & Telescope magazine
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Sun is in the Twins
In the month of July the Sun passes through the constellation of the Twins and
leaves the Sacred Hoop of Stars around July 20. The Sun is the source of light and
life for planet Earth, the strongest physical symbol we have for a direct
experience of pure source energy. It also represents our physical consciousness,
helping to harmonize Will and Spirit or the physical with the spiritual.
This constellation of the Twins is a powerful symbol of duality including the dual
nature of form and spirit. These seeming opposites are intended to work
together – manifesting wholeness.
The interplay between any duality, including light and dark, form and spirit,
wholeness and separation, giving and receiving helps us to synthesize and
reconcile the paradox that allows us to again experience Unity with all the
opposites and all life.
As planets pass through the Twins it creates an opportunity to gain deeper wisdom that transcends the seeming
opposites – helping to manifest the realization of the Divine Plan in our reality.
The shaman no longer looks for meaning in life but brings meaning to every situation. The shaman stops
looking for truth and instead brings truth to every encounter. You don t look for the right partner, you
become the right partner. And then the right partner finds you. Its a very active practice focused on
healing. ~ Alberto Villoldo
Sirius and the Declaration of Independence
It is also interesting to note that the Sun and Sirius were
conjunct when the signing of the United States Declaration of
Independence took place back in 1776. Many believe that this
cosmic event was purposely planned by our founding Fathers to
coincide with the time when the Sun was conjunct Sirius.
It is interesting to note that many of the founding fathers were
Free Masons suggesting they knew about the importance and
power of Sirius. Sirius is one of the primary symbols of Free
Masons described as the “Blazing Star” of omnipresence and
omniscience or all seeing and all knowing.
Sirius is therefore the “sacred place” all Masons must ascend to: It is the source of divine power and the
destination of divine individuals. More HERE
Not only was Sirius conjunct the Sun at the time of the signing of the Declaration of Independence it later became
prominently placed on the back of the dollar bill. This suggests the influence of the Free Masons and the
Rosicrucian’s as both of these mystery schools are based in Egyptian Star Lore and Mythology with Sirius being
central to both.
The light behind the All-Seeing Eye on the American dollar bill is not from the Sun, but from Sirius. The
Great Pyramid of Giza was built in alignment with Sirius and is therefore shown shining right above the
Pyramid. A radiant tribute to Sirius is therefore in the pockets of millions of citizens. More HERE
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Whenever planets are with Sirius, one of Behenian Stars - the ancient alchemist believed this was the
best time to make amulets and potions or to activate ceremonial intentions. More on Sirius and the
Sun in this new video https://youtu.be/O9912foMYyk

Sunrise and Moon set - find your location
https://www.sunrisesunset.com/predefined.asp

I am delighted to be a presenter at this magically powerful gathering of women
in September 2021. Early registration specials were extended to July 6.
The video link below was created before the extension.
This short video has 10 reasons why this event is so worthy of our time and attention.
https://vimeo.com/555285497
More details and registration https://wisetransformation.com/galactic-gathering-of-wise-women/

More details and registration https://wisetransformation.com/galactic-gathering-of-wise-women/
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